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I. Introduction
In mixed-signal integrated circuits, the analog part of the design often occupies a small portion of the physical die area but requires a disproportionately large amount of the design effort and time. One approach for reducing design time is to develop module generators for frequently occurring analog circuit functions, synthesizing blocks that are competitive with manual design in performance and die area (1) . One frequently occurring function is the digital-analog converter (DAC). These range in requirements from low-speed, highaccuracy circuits, usually implemented with oversampled approaches, to relatively high speed, low to medium resolution applications, usually implemented with current-switched or resistor string DACs. This paper describes a methodology for low level module generation and its application to highspeed current switched DAC modules in a CMOS technology. By changing technology or specification inputs, new designs may be created in a few hours. This methodology is adaptable to other DAC and circuit architectures.
Generation of mixed-signal analog blocks can be approached in several ways. In the top-down, hierarchical approach constraint values are passed down through layers of the design, with the bottom layer corresponding to the transistors. This approach was used in an earlier paper (2) with the currentswitched DAC used as an example. The hierarchical approach is very useful at higher system levels, but near the transistor level a flat optimization approach may offer advantages.When an optimal design is desired, a flat approach is better able to optimize all variables simultaneously. When a complex circuit behavior is difficult to separate and evaluate in a hierarchically, a flat approach is the only option.
In this paper, a single-level optimization is applied to the current-switched DAC function, allowing simultaneous optimization of architecture and device level design variables, and easy incorporation of all aspects of performance, including layout related parasitics when predicting static and dynamic performance. For layout synthesis a stretching and tiling approach is used, enabling accurate performance prediction and rapid design implementation.
II. Module Generation Methodology.
Fig . 1 illustrates the module generation methodology. Input data is separated into information classes, which are used during the optimization step to find the best set of design variables. The design variables are then passed to the layout program, creating the DAC module. Design optimization can be further decomposed into two parts, the optimization algorithm and the design estimation process. 
Input Data
There are several types of data used by a module generator. The first data type is design constants, including technology information and certain module specifications, such as the device models, DAC resolution, and the power supply voltage. A second data type is performance specifications used as design constraints, such as DAC linearity, settling time, and bias voltage limitations. The third data type is the design variables. These are parameters for the module design, and are used to compute the sizes of devices and their arrangement in the module. Typically in analog module generation these are represented as continuous variables, but in the case of this module generator there are several variables which must have discrete values. Two examples of this are the number of lsbs per DAC segment, which must be a power of 2, and the number of bias cells, which must be an integer. This implies a mixed integer problem, influencing the choice of the optimization method used.
B. Design Estimation
The design estimation step is used to predict the performance of the circuit for a set of design variables and constants. It is important to predict these results accurately, including process variation, accurate device modeling, and performance of the DAC circuit. This work uses a combination of circuit simulation and analytic modeling.
Circuit simulation is used when the full power of SPICE simulation is required for DC and transient modeling. It may be relatively ineffective when a high level result is required. Analytic models are effective when used to calculate system behavior based on well understood relationships. They are inaccurate when used to estimate MOS circuit bias conditions and transient delays, because of the simplifying device model assumptions which must be made. When the two are combined, the module designer can take advantage of both methods, using equations when a relationship is best expressed analytically, and simulation when an explicit expression is difficult to obtain.
In this DAC module generator most of the performance estimates are obtained using this combined approach. When DAC linearity is estimated, device bias conditions are simulated to obtain small signal conductances, while device area is used to predict statistical variance of device V t and K p . These inputs are used to determine current variance for an LSB current source, which is combined with architecture information to estimate this contribution to DAC non-linearity.
The HSPICE circuit simulator was found capable of equation evaluation as well as circuit simulation. All performance estimates for a set of design variable values are computed in one multiple-simulation run. For high speed DAC synthesis, three DC simulations were run to cover worst case bias margins and INL conditions, a transient simulation was used for DAC settling, and a separate transient was used for determining DAC glitch energy.
C. Layout Methods.
Because of the regular, cellular nature of current-switched DACs, consisting of many similar segments, most manual DAC layouts are implemented with tightly packed abutting cells so as to minimize the interconnection area. The layout synthesis approach implemented here creates a layout with these qualities.
The layout synthesis approach uses stretching of library cells for customization to design specifications, and tiling of the created cells to create a compact DAC module. This application to DAC module synthesis is new, but these techniques are well known in the digital world. Unlike more general place and route approaches, with this method the generation of the final layout from a set of design variables is predictable. Consequently the design estimation process can predict the parasitic wiring and diffusion capacitances which will be present in the DAC design for specific design variable values, and circuit performance can be predicted a priori.
D. Optimization
Design optimization for analog circuits is not a new topic (3), but optimizing this DAC modules presents some unique problems. The optimization process must meet constraints and minimize an objective function, such as circuit power or area. Also, the optimization process must be cognitive of the circuit estimation method, in which function evaluations are time consuming and function evaluations in the infeasible region may not produce reliable gradients. The mixed integer formulation creates additional difficulties. Direct approaches to this mixed-integer non-linear programming (MINLP) problem using branch and bound algorithms (4) do not complete in a reasonable time when used with circuit simulation.
A faster algorithm for solving the MINLP problem was required. A promising technique separates the problem into a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) sub-problem, and a separate non-linear programming (NLP) problem which creates linear constraints to form an outer approximation to the constraint space (5) . For this implementation a simpler means of creating the outer approximation was found, using a supporting hyperplane algorithm (6) . The key feature of these improved algorithms is that the search for the mixed integer solution is separated from the explicit use of circuit simulation/analysis. In this optimization, the mixed integer nature of the design space actually speeds convergence, by limiting the choices of possible solutions at the end of the optimization, and the solution time rivals the time for the equivalent NLP problem using the MINOS package (7). Also, it only requires accurate constraint computation in the region where the constraints are feasible, relaxing requirements on the circuit estimation function. Disadvantages of this algorithm are that it requires an initial feasible point and a convex constraint space, and that it finds locally optimal solutions. These have not been significant drawbacks in the module optimizations investigated in this work.
This algorithm has been used successfully on DAC, opamp, and bias circuit optimizations. Optimization time is dominated by HSPICE circuit simulations, used to compute constraints values and gradients using finite differences, with each DAC simulation requiring 30 to 60 seconds. The layout process is fast; it requires less than 5 minutes to complete.
III. DAC Architecture
The DAC architecture is a current output structure, using PMOS devices to source current. This is compatible with video DAC application requirements, and the architecture may also be used with an I/V converter to create a voltage output. The architecture uses a two dimensional array of current sources (8), with a local row / column digital decode, which allows individual selection of each cell. The segment cells in the main section of the DAC are M lsb in value, and a section of lsb segments is placed across the top of the array. Digital information is routed in from the top and the sides of the array, and analog signals are passed through a central vertical bus, minimizing capacitive coupling between digital and analog signals.
Where digital column signals must cross over analog signals they are shielded. Rows and columns are selected in an order which minimizes gradient effects from both process and supply drop gradients (9) . Additionally, the right and left halves of the rows are selected in a complementary way, to reduce vertical gradient effects. Bias cells are placed in the center of each half row to cancel IR drop and gradient effects to first order. Row and column driver circuits are placed on the edge of the cell. These circuits include a clocked latch and a line driver. Latches are also placed in every cell to eliminate glitches due to differences between row and column signal delays. Fig. 2 shows the DAC cell placement. The DAC segment cell is illustrated in Fig. 3 . After the cell select decode, the select signal is latched and an inverter creates complimentary levels for the current switch formed by MS1 and MS2. The current source devices M1 and M2 create a cascoded current source, for high output resistance, and a high swing bias is used (10) . Segment current sources use M current source transistor pairs to create the segment current. Power supplies are separated for digital and analog functions. The LSB cells differ slightly, with single current sources and no digital decoding. The design has 19 independent design variables, including 4 for DAC architecture, 9 for analog performance related device sizing, and 6 for digital datapath device sizing.
IV. Module Optimizations and Experimental Results
The DAC optimization problem, including constraints to ensure both analog circuit performance, and digital signal integrity, comprises 19 design variables and 44 constraints. This is too large an optimization to complete in one step, but a natural split between the analog circuits and digital signal path occurs at the cell level latches. The optimization problem is solved with two optimizations run in sequence --an 'analog' optimization with 13 variables run first, setting variables which affect analog circuit performance. This is followed by a 'digital' optimization with 6 variables including loading effects from the 'analog' results, which sizes circuits in the DAC digital signal path.
All second order static and transient effects were included in these optimizations. A 1.2 µm process was modeled for this project. The discrepancies between fit BSIM 2 models and measured devices were compensated for in circuit estimation. Worst case design techniques were used to bracket performance predictions. Statistical device mismatch due to random and gradient effects used the model in Pelgrom (11) , and mismatch parameters were extrapolated from there. Static linearity was predicted for 3-σ yield. INL due to I-R drops in supplies was modeled. Lead inductance effects on the output signal were included, but chip level issues such as substrate noise coupling and supply lead inductance were considered beyond the scope of the module optimization. DAC modules were created to an 8-bit, 100 MS/s video specification and a static 10-bit spec. Circuit synthesis required 6 hours and 1 hour compute time for the two designs on a DEC Alpha 3000/300. Design development time for synthesis from start to finish is several months --comparable to custom design. Circuit areas were 0.71 and 0.38 mm 2 . Fig. 4 is the test chip photograph.
These DAC modules have been tested. For the 8-bit DAC, table 1 shows the performance specification, estimated 3-σ worst case performance from optimization, and measured performance. All 12 parts fabricated were functional, and met static specifications. INL and DNL are worst measured for these 12 parts. Linearity and transients are illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6. The 10 bit prototypes were tested for static linearity only. All parts were functional, but none met DNL specs. Most of the discrepancies between estimated and actual performance were caused by unmatched adjacent geometry between segment and lsb current sources. Process gradients were also slightly larger than expected. Corrections for both effects can be easily incorporated into the module generator.
VI. Conclusions
This work has demonstrated module generation for high speed current switched Digital/Analog Converters. Tight coupling of layout and synthesis resulted in compact layouts with accurate performance prediction. A new MINLP optimization algorithm is used. Sources of error have been identified for inclusion in future design cycles. 
